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Carcinogenic fumes flood Clark Library
By Dan Nakaso and Scan Shdrel
She said she was unaware the repairs were being done
Students and library workers were exposed to a
carcinogenic gas yesterday afternoon when fumes from by workers from Dickman Construction, the private firm
that built the library, and not SJSU plant operations
underground repairs spread into the Clark Library.
The building was not evacuated and University Police workers.
Officials at Dickman Construction were unavailable
said there were no reports of injuries.
Officials said the library will be closed until noon for comment.
According to Santa Clara Valley Medical Center,
today.
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) fumes escaped into the when PVC is heated it gives off a hydrogen gas that is
library’s first floor when workers attempted to repair the irritating to the eyes and throat.
J. Handel Evans, SJSU executive vice president, said
library’s cooling system, according to Richard Staley,
he was "pretty sure" the fumes are not toxic.
SJSU public information manager.
"They are an irritant," Evans said. "It’s not a matter
According to a California Department of Consumer
Affair! 19K, report, PVC was banned as an aerosol of its being toxic -- it’s just uncomfortable and nasty."
Pastine said the substance was "vinyl chloride."
propellant in 1976 after 38 workers developed a rare form
According to the Department of Consumer Affairs
of liver cancer known as angiosarcoma.
PVC is not recognized as a "toxic substance," ac- report, vinyl chloride can cause mucous membrane
cording to the report, but can cause problems ranging dryness, indigestion, stomach pains, chronic bronchitis
and ulcers.
from skin disorders to hepatitis.
Reference librarian Barbara Jeskalian said "there
It is commonly used in phonograph records, pipe
fittings, weatherstripping, shower curtains, vinyl tops and was quite a lot of it (PVC). It was more like grit than
smoke."
baby pants, among other things.
She said she suffered discomfort in her "bronchial
Staley said workers used a heated "iron" to repair a
passages."
tear in a PVC floor covering in the library’s basement.
"I could feel it in my breath," she said.
Maureen Pastine, library director, said repairs
She said the smokey gas filled about one-third of the
continued, although librar:. officials were aware of the
first floor area at noon.
fumes.

Jeskalian said the hazy fumes came into the east wing
of thelirst floor from the locked book area.
Mandy Allen, another reference librarian, said she
didn’t want to take any chances and left the library.
Allen is seven months pregnant.
Pastine said she called plant operations at MO a.m.,
thinking they were responsible for the repairs.
But "nothing was done," she said.
Repairs were not halted until about 1:30 p.m., according to Pastine. when Ron Montgomery, SJSU occupational health and safety director, surveyed the
situation and ordered the Dickman workers to stop.
"We were afraid it ( the fumes) may be dangerous or

toxic," Pastine said.
But, she said, "I don’t know that it is dangerous. We
didn’t do any tests."
She described it as a "bluish fume" and said "some of
the staff members were sneezing and a few had watery
eyes."
Vice President Evans said although he doubted the
fumes were toxic, Pastine made the correct decision in
closing the library this morning to finish repairs.
He said repairs on the library’s cooling system would
be finished by noon.
Staley said he is still unsure how the fumes got onto
the first floor in the first place.

Stanford -- SJSU tickets going
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Repairs budget drained
by recent power outage
By Erie Lach
Emergency repairs following a power blackout in
several campus buildings two weeks ago may have emptied the university’s annual budget for repairs.
Four scheduled repairs projects are threatened and
the university’s ability to deal with future emergencies
has been reduced.

will directly affect four already-budgeted repair projects
Two of the four projects will likely be canceled for this
academic year, Evans said. Those projects are the
replastering of the women’s swimming pool, budgeted at
$64,000., and the installation of new lighting in the Music
Department’s concert hall, $40.000.
However, two other repair projects may yet survive,
according to Evans. Once the amount of money remaining
The special repairs include
in the special repairs budget is known, university officials
replacement of outside campus
will decide whether to proceed this year with projects to
repair campus sidewalks ($60,000) and to reroof Library
new
of
installation
and
lighting
North ($30,000).
In addition, Evans said the special repairs budget this
steam lines near the old cafeteria
year includes two major repair projects for which the
Exactly how much money is left in the university’s university received special funding: the replacement of
repairs budget (called the "special repairs budget") will all outside campus lighting ($586,000) and the installation
not be known until the university receives a bill for the of new steam lines near the old cafeteria ($493,000).
Because these two projects got special funding and
emergency repairs sometime this week, said J. Handel
were begun over the summer, they will not be affected by
Evans, executive vice president.
Curren, problems with the special repairs budget money shortages in the special repairs budget, Evans
began Aug. 31, when electric power was lost for nearly 10 said.
A $27,000 project to change all locks and keys on
hours to MacQuarrie, Sweeney and Duncan halls and the
Seventh Street garage following the burnout of an un- campus to insure building security is also half-completed
and will probably be resubmitted in next year’s budget.
derground power cable.
If the special repairs budget is indeed empty for the
Repairmen working 24 hours a day during Labor Day
weekend replaced the cable, along with another non- rest of the fiscal year. the university would be left with one
less financial resource for dealing with future repair
functioning cable.
Evans said the cost of these repairs was initially emergencies.
However, Evans made clear that the university still
estimated at $100,000. with the university setting an upper
has ways to finance unexpected repairs.
limit of $160,000.
If another emergency situation were to arise, the
If the final cost of repairs reaches that limit, the
university will find its special repairs budget "virtually university could ask for money from a special emergency
repair fund controlled by the chancellor.
empty," Evans said.
For the blackout repairs, the university asked for, and
"It would certainly stop us from doing the things we
received, $50,000 from this fund, Evans said. The
need" to do, he said.
This year there was $1.3 milliion in the special repairs university is not required to repay this money.
If the chancellor’s fund is empty, SJSU can ask the
budget.
Money from the special repairs budget pays for other campuses in the CSU system to transfer money to
repairs not considered part of the regular maintenance meet the emergency. Evans said.
For emergencies that involve major repairs, Evans
and operations of university facilities.
That includes almost anything that needs repair. said said the university can go to the State Legislature for
money.
John C. Montgomery of facilities planning.
For relatively minor emergencies, there is about
Typical repairs involve broken plumbing, cracked
$270,000 in plant operations money that the university
sidewalks and leaky roofs.
Evans said the depletion of the special repairs budget could work with, he said.

Distribution of campus cards
delayed following service snarl
A backlog in the
campus service card office
will prevent 700 new SJSU
students from receiving
their campus I.D. cards
today, according to
Supervisor Gloria Keck.
"There are only two of
us ( in the office) who
laminate, cut out and
distribute those cards,"
Keck explained. "And now
they’ve cut my student
assistant back to four hours
a day We’re just not going

Sit

to make it."
A SJSU student I.D.
card must be presented in
order to check out library
books and to use many
other services offered on
campus.
Some of these services,
including the library,
Career Planning and
Placement and Health
Services, will accept an
official SJSU acceptance
notice and current I.D.
card decal in lieu of a

Just when you thought
it was safe to read
the Daily
see page 5

student I.D. card, Keck
said.
"I can’t say for sure
exactly when the cards will
be ready," said Jack K.
Tuthill, associate director
of records. "We hope that
in two more weeks there
will be no more backlog."
Keck’s
student
assistant was put on part
time status this semester
because of a directive

issued by the chancellor’s
office on July 1 that stated
student assistants may
work no more than 20 hours
a week, Tuthill said.

Roti AhYou

Barbra Lounsbury sold 500 tickets in three hours yesterday for the Stanford vs SJSU football game Saturday at Stanford

Big rats plague janitors;
officials say ’not serious’
By Bruce Barton
Picture yourself eating lunch on
a campus bench. The weather is
warm and all is quiet. Suddenly,
WHAM, a giant rat lands in front of
you!
Custodian Earl Sievers and two
others custodians faced the same
ordeal last Wednesday evening
when a rat from Dwight Bentel Hall
decided to drop in -- from the roof -on their lunch break.
According to Sievers, the three
were having their lunch just outside
the south entrance to DBH when a
rat leapt from the roof and landed a
foot from them.
"By rights, he should have
smashed himself," Sievers said,
"but he ran off like nothing happened."
Sievers said the rat was about a
foot long. "And that’s not counting
the tail," he added.
Joe Mendoza, another custodian
who witnessed the incident, said he
saw two other rats looking down
from the roof. "They were probably
wrestling," Mendoza said, "and one
of them fell off."
Sievers said the incident left him
stunned. "It was unbelieveable." he
said. He said his supervisor laughed
when he told him the story.
"Something ought to be done
about it (getting rid of the rats).
Sievers said. "They’ll probably
multiply with Caesar gone," he said,

McGlothlen said rats can be
ound "wherever there’s a lot of
natural harborage," such as dense
ivy.
He said rat bait is being used to
keep the rat population to a
minimum, and doesn’t foresee the
matter getting any worse, although
he had no idea how many rats now
roam the campus
For Sievers, the rat ambush was
an experience to remember. "I’ll
never forget that as long as I live,"
he said

referring to DBH’s resident cat and
reknowned rat -killer who died last
semester.
Grounds supervisor Verne
McGlothlen said the rat problem on
campus is "not serious," and
complaints about rat -sightings come
"very seldom. Our last complaint
was last April," he said.
"We get reports of rats) from
time to time," said Louis Waddy,
custodian supervisor. "I wouldn’t
think they’re out of the ordinary, but
I’m not in a position to say that.
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Women conquer strain of work
By Carolyn Kennedy
Women and success: Are the two compatible or is stress the
painful price of success?
Mary Wheeler and Lily Kravcisin, both graduates of SJSU and
practicing psychologists, say women do suffer more stress than men
in the working world.
But by learning some skills and networking -- forming social and
professional contacts with other women -- women can help each other
and live more easily with their success, the psychologists said.
Wheeler, who received her bachelor’s and master’s degrees in
psychology from SJSU in 1977 and 1981. and Kravcisin, who received
her bachelor’s degree in psychology from SJSU in 1976 and her
master’s degree from the University of Santa Clara, will team up and
form two groups for women where they can learn from each other and

share their stresses and strengths, they said.
The groups, both called Women and Success, will meet in two
locations -- in Cupertino and in Redwood City -- and will begin in
mid -September. The groups will work on goal -setting, decision making, self-esteem and assertiveness, issues which are often
problems for women, the psychologists said.
Wheeler and Kravcisin said they decided to form these groups
after noticing that many women psychologists experienced stress arid
confusion about their roles and identity when they start working.
"While women are often very well -prepared academically for
jobs," Wheeler said, "they aren’t prepared emotionally for the
working world. It can he a shock"
The psychologists said there are several reasons why
Contonunt on paw 3
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EDITORIAL

Swift action on harassment
Hdrassment takes on several toms.
In a strictly literal sense, the word conjures up images of physical abuse. But the
other side of the attack doesn’t concentrate on
the body; rather, its target is the mind. It is
harassment that is administered verbally.
Comments intended to cause mental pain,
remarks founded on age-old prejudices and
biases. It is an attack that catches the victim
by surprise and frequently leaves them too
eshocked, enraged and offended to respond.
Recently at SJSU, such a victim overcame the shock and decided to fight back.
On Sept. 3, the Daily ran a letter from an
outraged female student complaining of the
attention a 4th Street parking lot attendant
was lavishing upon her. The attendant, she
said, inquired of her previous night’s sexual
activities -- rather blatantly. Comments such
as "you must have gotten some last night" left
the student "mute with anger"and prompted
the letter which asked the university to look
into the "offensive and degrading" incident.
Further investigation by a reporter found
the case was far from isolated. Many women
parking in the lot, run by ABM Parking Services, had similar complaints to lodge against
the same attendant. The sexual abuse
distributed by the man was widespread.
Yet only one of the women accosted by the
man spoke out voluntarily. It was her letter
that initiated the investigation into the matter.
Without her brave decision to expose the man
publicly, the other women, who wished to
remain anonymous, might still find themselves the victims of verbal abuse.
When confronted with the charges, the
accused attendant defended himself, claiming

the conversation was simply small talk with
the customers. He never denied what he was
accused of; instead, he questioned the
significance of the women’s protests.
Such is the irony of ignorance. The offender is the last to understand the impact of
his actions. The remarks, as he perceived
them, were a completely natural form of
expression. And this wanton violation of
personal privacy might still be going on had it
not been for a victim incensed enough to
confront the problem.
The incident gathered attention. The
man’s employers were notified of the complaints against the attendant. And the
resulting action was appropriate.
Less than five days after the complaints
were published, the attendant was fired. The
move was swift, uncompromising and unmerciful. And it was correct.
Quick and decisive action is the only way
to deal with such a situation. The owners of
ABM parking showed the attitude exhibited by
their employee would not be tolerated. We
commend them for that decision.
Their action is one that should be
emulated. Often times in cases of harassment,
those in charge ignore the facts and foolishly
defend their man, falsely believing that by
doing so they defend their own reputation and
credibility. That is not the case.
ABM authorities realized the damage that
was being done. As a representative of the
company, the attendant passed on his rude
and abusive reputation along to his superiors.
They simply returned the favor.

LETTERS
The Spartans
in Los Angeles?
Editor:
Since the Spartan football team
will never get the expansion of
Spartan Stadium that it wants. I
have an idea for Coach Elway.
I understand that USC or UCLA
is going to quit playing home games
at the Los Angeles Coliseum. With
the Coliseum available on Saturday
afternoons, I’m sure Coach Elway
could negotiate a good package deal
with the Los Angeles people: Luxury
boxes, practice fields, paved lots
and the works,
Besides, the Spartans have
never really been appreciated in San
Jose. And a lousy turnout at the
Coliseum would probably bring in
more revenue than a sell-out at
Spartan Stadium.
Vows Doom
Choate/

Cast of Equus’
called ’superb’
Editor:
My congratulations to Director
Jenkins and the Theater Arts
Department for their production of
"Equus" now being performed on
campus. Especially congratulations
to the cast for their superb performances. Matthew Mongillo,
Daniel Touris, and Sandy Mulvihill
are extraordinary in their difficult
dramatic roles. The supporting cast
also contributed exceptional performances that made this highly
emotional play one of the finest
dramatic productions I’ve ever
seen.
I urge SJSU students, faculty.

and staff to attend the remaining
performances. We are fortunate to
have theater and talent of this kind
and quality on campus. Don’t miss
the opportunity to see Equus.
Joyce Sean
[’NW
sem,.

Rappelling ROTC
article ’amusing’
Ease
It was hard to distinguish the
ROTC article from the ROTC advertisement in Monday’s Spartan
Daily. Both featured pictures of
cadets involved in rappelling and
both featured writing which had
little to do with the real nature of the
Army.
I found the contrast between the
ROTC and the Blues Brothers
amusing. In case your writer didn’t
know it, the military is dedicated to
regimentation, not madcap antics,
although I admit that sometimes the
opposite does seem to be the case.
As for your Coors reference,
about the only two things the
military and Coors have in common
is that they both promote alcoholism
and they both prevent unions from
organizing.
If in the future you think the
campus community is interested in
rappelling. you might feature an
article on the Sierra Club and YMCA
who also offer classes in rappelling.
There are differences of course.
The military usually provides free
boots and the YMCA and Sierra Club
teach how to appreciate, rather than
destroy nature
L wrenee 0 Dougherty
Social Work
sophomore
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Driving is your responsibility
The Forum page
is your page. The
Daily encourages
readers comments on any topic.
The viewpoints
expressed
in
opinion articles
are those of the
author. Editorials
appearing on this
page are the
opinion of the
Spartan Daily.

Picture yourself driving along in your car, not
bothering anyone. Everything is going great and all of a
sudden, Crash! Bang!, headlights and shattered glass,
you find youself on the other side of the street with another
car sticking into yours.
Your car won’t start (there isn’t much left of it ) and
you realize that you’ve just been involved in an accident.
You get out your driver’s license to go through the ritual of

By Cheryl Greggans
Staff Writer

exchanging information, and you ask the other person
about their insurance policy your stomach drops while
they reply they are not insured.
Large sums of money flash through your mind as you
realize that you will probably have to pay for an accident
that wasn’t your fault. Visions of appearing in court to
state your case appear briefly, but are discarded as too
costly. You’re better of repairing the damage on your
own.
Unfortunately, this kind of occurrence is far too
common in California where one-third of all drivers are
not insured, and especially in the Bay Area, where 50
percent of the drivers are uninsured against collision,
according to the Santa Clara Office of California Casualty.
an insurance company.
One reason for the lack of insured drivers is that the
State of California does not require proof of insurance

before allowing residents to drive. The only sect*
pertaining to this in the California Vehicle Code states
that a driver involved in a collision must prove not insurance, but financial responsibility.
Financial responsibility, however, can be shown in a
number of ways, said California Casualty. The person can
buy an insurance policy after the accident to prove that he
is now responsible (even though this doesn’t do much for
your situation). A minor problem with this is that the
policy is sometimes cancelled right after responsibility
has been proven.
The person can also be independently wealthy (which
doesn’t happen too often), or the individual could be
covered with a bond posted by the state.
But what happens when the other party is not very
wealthy and cannot afford to purchase a policy, even for
one day?
Well, since all the police do at the scene of an accident
is report what happened, and don’t check on the state of
insurance of those involved, it’s really up to the victim to
play detective. It doesn’t matter that the victim is
probably badly shaken. if not injured, if he doesn’t have
his insurance company follow through immediately, no
one else will.
A few other states require that drivers and potential
drivers show proof of insurance before they are allowed to
register their vehicles or get their driver’s licenses, according to the San Jose Department of Motor Vehicles.
Anyone involved in an accident runs the risk of being
prosecuted by the other party. said California Casualty. If
drivers were required to have insurance, they might have
less financial problems when their own time comes.
In California, where most families own at least two
cars, chances of being involved in an accident are greater.
than in most pees. A system where drivers are required 10
prove insurance might save a lot of headaches, anxiety
needless fear and possible legal hassles.

Daily Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to
hear from you -our reader. Your ideas,
comments, criticisms and suggestions
are encouraged. By listening to our
readers we feel we can better serve the
campus community.
Letters to the Mailbag, opinion

articles and press releases are gladly
accepted.
Our policy for accepting such
material is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted to
the Spartan Daily office IJC 208)

weekdays, or by mail to the Mailbag.
do the Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventh St.. CA
95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, maior, class
standing, address and telephone

number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters on a
given topic after a sufficient amount of
comment has appeared

TALKMAN
’If you could change any rule at SJSU, what would you change?’
Asked at various places on campus.
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"The bureaucracy. I
had an incomplete grade
and the teacher left. So the
school had to write away to
the teacher to get my
grade. Some of the records
office’s policies are B.S."
JIM Kir
PIA& Nails
ea&

AM.

"The $75 fee for
graduation. You have to
pay to get into this school
and you have to pay to get
out. They try to get every
penny out of you all the
time."
Jail Sehralurrip
Marketing
41111101

"Late fees. I registered
late and I had to pay an
extra $25 fee to get into
school. I haven’t paid my
rent yet because I want to
go to school "
Norma Schmarkomil
German
paw

"The stupid courses
like 100W. It irks me as a
future teacher to have to
take a test after the class is
over to make sure I learned
something. I feel it puts the
teachers and students
down, like the school has no
faith in t hem."
teenwilos
Ibnr.rtar liSearme
podiums student

"I say change the add
drop procedures. The time
should be extended longer
because some people have
to rearrange their
schedules."
Daisy Lk
kasturisisl lkoLows
Mkt

MAO St
RI .1.1...
I
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Women learn to live with job success
Females suffer work -related stress
Criatimasd from yap 1
women have trouble
with the business world.
One is a lack of role
models.
For many
women, their mothers
either stayed at home or
were
nurses
or
teachers,"
Wheeler
said. "Dad was the one
who had to bang his
head against
the
business world every
day."
Also, women are
taught to be feminine
and nurturing to others,
Wheeler and Kravcisin
said. As a result, women
have trouble being
feminine Ade expressing feelings of
anger, being assertive,
asking for a raise or
firing a subordinate.
"When they do
these things,
they
(women) end up feeling
a lot of guilt," Wheeler
said. "And they worry if
they will be rejected."

Jun Wthants

fly Kraycrsin and Mary Wheeler

Low self-esteem has
traditionally plagued
women,
the
psychologist said, and
becomes a problem for
women who work
outside their homes.
"When women are
with
confronted
criticism from their
bosses, it’s not uncommon for them to
cry," Kravcisin said,
adding that women
often view criticism as a
rejection of their whole
being rather than as
something directed at
the task they are performing.
Women need to
to
"comlearn
partmentalize" their

feelings and separate
their working lives from
their personal lives,
Kravcisin said.
She said that men
have learned to do this,
and while they also feel
guilty about firing
people, the guilt doesn’t
affect their personal
lives and their feelings
of self-worth.
Another problem
for women is they don’t
often understand the
unspoken rules in the
business world, Wheeler
said.

Low self-esteem is a problem
for women who work outside
their home, said Mary Wheeler
She attributes this
to the fact that most
women they see, whose
ages range from 25 to 40
years, grew up in
protected environments
and did not participate
in activities such as
team sports.
"As a result, men
learned the rules of
team playing out on the
baseball and football
fields, while women did
not," Wheeler said.
"Consequently,
men understand almost
instinctively that there
are certain steps you
follow in the business
world."
One of her patients,
a 24-year-old woman
with a good salary,
made the classic
mistake: complaining
directly to the vicepresident instead of her

’Women and Success’ hold meetings
The Women and
Success groups began
meeting yesterday and
will meet in two
locations: at 10601 S. De
Anza Blvd., Cupertino
and at 1779 Woodside
Road, Redwood City.
The groups will meet

for 10 weeks and there is a
$25 fee for each session.
For more information,
call Mary Wheeler at
(408) 296-0477- or Lily
Kravcisin at (415) 3611010.
Network

’52,

the

businesswomen’s bookstore, job opportunities
and networking. Admission fee is $5 with a $5
charge for each seminar.
Brochures are available
in the racks across from
the Information Booth in
the Student Union.

second annual Ms. Bs.
Networking Conference
and Exhibition, will be
Sept. 17, 18 and 19 at the
San Jose Convention
Center.
Featured will be
seminars, exhibits, a

Special allocations committee
wishes to avoid ’power trip’
By Dan Nakaso
Members of the A.S. mittee member and the
adbusiness
special allocations com- A.S.
mittee yesterday said they ministrator, said groups
don’t want to become that "come before us are
nervous already and
’ ’a [mighty powerful."
eight -member sometimes the committee
The
committee can recommend members can be hard on
to the A.S. board of them. And that’s not our
directors that certain - role."
She said committee
groups be granted or
members should be "nice
denied funding.
No recommendations and friendly and not go to
were made yesterday at war with them ( groups )."
However, groups can
the semester’s first
also "be very anmeeting.
Committee members tangonizing," she told the
instead discussed their committee.
"We want to be very
and reviewed
roles
fair," Sawatzky said. "But
procedures and policy.
vice we have to be very
Committee
chairman Tom Laus was careful."
She said the committee
not present. Two students at -large have yet to be has to make certain that
allocations "benefit the
selected.
Robin Sawatzky, A.S. whole community. . . are
controller and chairman of open to everybody, and the
the committee, said "It whole student body has
would be easy for us to get access."
The committees can
on a power trip. . . and
that’s something I want to automatically allocate
funds under $200, Sawatzky
avoid."
Sawatzky said she said
But recommendations
wants the committee to
communicate on the same
level as groups that come
before it.
Jean Lenart, corn-

made for more than that
have to be approved by the
A.S. board of directors.
Funding for less than
$1,000 but more than $200
must be signed by AS.
president John "Tony"
Anderson and Glen Gutof
director
tormsen,
business affairs, who has
by
been empowered
President Gail Fullerton to
approve or veto the funding.
Robert Martin, dean of
student services, also
reviews the proposed
funding but has no veto
power, Guttormsen said.
Anderson’s or Guttormsen’s vetoes, however,
can be overridden by an
A.S. appeal to Fullerton,
Guttormsen said.
Funding for more than
$1,000 must be signed by
Fullerton and any vetoes
she makes will be permanent, Guttormsen said,
because all appeals would
be made to her.
He could not recall
when Fullerton denied a
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The result is a
feeling of isolation
which
aggravates
stress. "That’s why it’s
so important for women
to learn to network with
each other and find
mentors who can teach
them skills," Kravcisin
said.
"That’s why the
idea of a group is so
exciting. Women can
come together and
share their knowledge
and their fears.
"For example, one
women might be good at
balancing parenthood
and a job and another
might be good at being
assertive, and they can
learp from each other.
"’The support factor
is really important. It’s
nice to know you’re not
alone and other women
get scared. It helps ease
the isolation."

By Carolyn Kennedy
Imagine HU!, scene: A
small, dark room on the
third floor of Dudley
Moorhead Hall; your nose
is in a sling; a camera,
trained on your eye, sends
pictures to a pupilometer, a
machine which charts the
dilation and constriction of
the pupil much like a
seismograph charts an
earthquake.
As the camera rolls, a
soothing voice from a tape
recorder tells you to
visualize a filet mignon, a
loaf of fragrant French
bread, a comfortable easy
chair and other stimuli.
And you must not move
for seven and one-half
minutes.
If you can do that, and
are a female of aboveweight,
average
psychology researcher
Doris Nasmeh will pay you
$5.
Who is this woman and
why is she doing this
Nasmeh, a 1978
graduate of SJSU, is
gathering data for her
doctoral dissertation in
clinical
psychology.
Although she is a student at
the California School of
Professional Psychology in
Berkeley, she is conducting
her research at SJSU under
psychology professor and
department
chairman
Walter Plant and using the
department’s pupilometer.
Her project, which
uses only women as subjects, is based on a theory,
first tested in the ’60s,
hypothesized that people of
above-average weight are

more responsive to external stimuli than are
people of average or below average weight, Nasmeh
said.
In her study, the
pupilometer measurements are used to determine
the subject’s reaction to
pleasurable stimuli.
It has long been known,
Nasmeh said, that when a
person
encounters
something pleasurable, his
pupils will dilate, and when
confronted with something
unpleasant, his pupils
constrict.
In fact the story is told,
Nasmeh said, that jade
dealers in ancient Persia
would
watch
their
customer’s eyes and if
their pupils were dilated,
they knew to close in for the
sale.
In the early 19005 it was
customary for women to
take a drug called
belladonna to dilate their
pupils before going on a
date, Nasmeh said, explainig that when a person
is sexually stimulated, the
pupils will dilate. "And so
the men responded,
without realizing what was
going on," she said.
Nasmeh said she chose
women because "being
overweight is a greater
r

problem for women than
for men."
She cited several
reasons for this: "Women
naturally have a higher
percentage of fat in their
bodies than men do; often,
after childbirth a woman
will have trouble regaining
her original weight; and as
the traditional preparers of
food, women simply had
more opportunity to eat,
although this is changing
now," she said.
Nasmeh needs 26 more
volunteers to complete her
research. And she need
women who are of above average weight, defined as
at least 15 percent above
the recommended weight
for their height.
In addition to the
visualizations, subjects
will be asked to fill out two
questionnaires, be weighed
and must agree to come to
the session
All results are confidential and anonymous .
Each subject is identified
only by number.
Nasmeh can be
reached at 253-4153.
Meanwhile, in a small
dark room on the third
floor of Dudley Moorhead
Hall, a pupilometer waits.
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DATA DUMP
Word -Processing Co.
TOO MUCH
PAPERWORK?
LET US
HELP YOU
TODAY
CALL NOW
292-DUMP
85 Paseo de San Antonio
Suite 230
San Jose, CA.
Hours. 9 a.m.-9 p.m Mon. thru Fri Open Weekends

$8.99 12oz CASE!

m MONTEREY LIQUORS
1651 Monterey Road, S.J.
I

(408) 292-7255
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WHAT’S
YOUR "SAY"?
The Associated Students has positions open now in:
The Committees for Academic Fairness, Student
Grievances, Student Union Board of Directors,
Special Allocations, Spartan Shops, University
Communication Board Affirmative Action and the
Academic Senate. Come up to the A.S. office in the
Student Union and give us your application for these
positions.
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The marching band
and
the
Independent
Weekly are the most recent
groups to be granted
permission to go before the
committee.

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL

sm... 1934

Nondspopeo

proposed funding.
Funding for less than
$1,000 was denied several
years ago. Guttormsen
said, but he could not recall
why. They was the only
denial he could recall, he
said.
said
Sawatzky
procedures for appearing
before the special
allocation committee "are
a little bit sticky."
But generally, she
said, groups not budgeted
by the A.S. should be
recognized a week before
the following Monday
meeting of the committee.
Any of the 38 groups
budgeted by the A.S. must
first appear before the
board of directors to be
given permission to go
before the committee, she
said.

SAVE 20%

SMRTAN 11,11Ly

immediate supervisor.
The result was
chaos, Wheeler said.
"It’s not that she is
stupid -- far from it
but she was just
ignorant of the rules,"
Wheeler said.
Compounding the
stress is that often
there’s no one for
women to talk to at
work. "It’s hard to
discuss your fears with
your co-workers,"
Wheeler said. "Because
of the competition you
can’t show weakness."

Psychologist needs
women volunteers
for food research
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Mike Hurst: The deciding factor
Senior midfielder Mike Hurst
thwarts an alumni scoring drive
as reserve goalie John Oleinik
looks on. The Spartans went on
to Squeak by the alumni. 2 1.
Hurst, a tour year starter, is a
natwo of West Germany and
the Spartans team captain.
Last year as a defenseman,
Hurst scored two goals and
added two assests.

John fichaids
By Ronald Reeves
Decisions. Executives make them. boxers hate them,
and politicians avoid them. Senior midfielder Mike Hurst
decided to attend SJSU four years ago and is soccer coach
Julius Menendez glad.
"Mike Hurst is one of the best collegiate players in the
country," Menendez said. "I wouldn’t be surprised at all if
at season’s end he received national recognition in one
way or another."
Bornand raised in West Germany. the 24-year -old
German major wound up at SJSU by mere coincidence.
According to Hurst, his parents moved to Dublin,
Calif., in Feburary of 1978 and became over that summer
to visit them.

He said he planned to stay for six weeks then return to
his native country to finish school. The 5-foot -9. 165pounder was going to pursue a career in social work.
"Everything was going just fine when I first got over
here but I started to get antsy," Hurst said. "I had been
playing soccer since I was six and just needed to play. I
saw the SJSU soccer team practicing and asked
( Menendez ) if! could practice with them."
Menendez apparently liked what he saw becuase
Hurst opened the 1979 season at sweeper.
Hurst was a member of the West Berlin youth
championship soccer squad before coming to SJSU.
He also participated in the highest amateur league in

West Germany.
"I felt like I was under a lot of pressure my freshman
year," Hurst said. "Everyone kept comparing me to
Spartan greats like Giulio Bernardi, Easy Perez and
Steve Ryan, and I don’t think that I played to the best of
my ability."
However, Hurst had his best year at SJSU his
freshman year. He scored four goals and added two
assists.
Capable of playing either forward, midfield or back,
Hurst contributed two goals and two assists last year as a
defenseman.

’Mike is an intelligent player who
has a good shot. He has good
technique and excellent stamina:

YOU?
The A.S. Program Board is gearing up for another entertaining year. In order
to best serve your interests we would like to hear from you. Call 277-2807 or stop
by R m#350 in the Student Union. funded by Associ4ed Student

--Julius Menendez
"I’m an all-around player and that’s probably my
biggest asset." Hurst said. "Last year. I played a position
where I fed the ball to the people who got the assists and
scored the goals. I just didn’t score."
According to Menendez, Hurst is the Spartans’
catalyst. He used Hurst’s game-breaking goal in the
Spartans’ season opening win against Cal State Fullerton
as evidence.
"Mike is an intelligent player who has a good shot,"
Menendez said. "He has good technique and excellent
stamina."
Hurst said he would love to play professional soccer
eventually. If not, he hopes to go back to school and get his
master’s in German literature.
"I wouldn’t mind eventually working in government,"
Hurst said, "but I want to give professional soccer a
chance first."

Bombs
Away
By Woke’ Jones
Sports Editor

Fall is the best
time of the year
Fall, what a great time of year. Most people do not
like this season. To them it means it is time to go back to
school and hit the books. The summer that is always too
short has just ended and the upcoming semester is going
to be the longest one yet.
But fall is one of the best seasons of the year, if not the
best. When the first of September rolls around, that means
it’s time for football.
Actually, football season begins back in May with the
NFL draft. During those two days. I sit anxiously in front
of the television to see who the Raiders and the 49’ers
grabbed. It is also great to see which top college players
went to which teams, then I make my own evaluations to
see if those teams made good or bad picks.
From then on it’s following my favorite team (the
Raiders even in Los Angeles), looking at the list of 90 or so
players on the squad, and eliminating the ones which I
don’t think will make the final cut. It’s interesting to
match the players I cut to the ones who were actually cut
by the teams.
But the pre -season drags on as players I have never
heard of try to make the team. Many times I will begin
cutting players just because of the number they wear. (If
a player has a number in the 90’s, he’s as good as gone).
However. the type of football played in the preseason
is generally not top quality football. Many players come
into training camp out of shape and overweight. The
players we pay top dollar to see. The ones making hundreds of thousands of dollars, usually only play one
quarter or one half, being replaced by people from such
schools as Azusa -Pacific or Ball State.
It’s funny to watch a rookie trying desperately to
make the team get burned for a long touchdown or fumble
or throw an interception. When this happens I say to
myself there’s one guy I won’t be seeing next week.
Sometimes, another player in that same situation will
put on a couple of nifty moves and scamper about 80
yards. That’s when I say to myself, that sucker’s going to
make this ballclub.
As the regular season begins, it is interesting to see
which teams surprise (the 49’ers last year ) and which
teams will flop ( the Rams last year). The playoffs come
around at the end of December with only 10 of the 28 teams
left and it really becomes nerve-racking to see which
teams will survive.
The Super Bowl tinally arrives, but the greatest game
of the greatest sport, is depressing. The game itself is
great, especially the last two years when two Bay Area
teams considered long-shots at the beginning of the season
were allowed to wear the crown of champions. -However,
the day after the Super Bowl comes the realization that
there will be no more football (except for the meaningless
Pro Bowl game) for the next six months.

It becomes almost unbearable to come home on a
Monday night, turn on the TV and sadly discover that
Howard Cosell is nowhere to be found. All during the
football season there is football every Sunday from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. After the Super Bowl, there is nothing but
basketball. That is when I walk into my room, look at
some old Sports Illustrated articles, and count the days
until the draft day in May.

SJSU soccer team tops Alumni

WHY MONKEY AROUND
WITH CAMPUS PARKING?
Campus parking has become a zoo - with Stingrays and Mustangs and
even Rabbits fighting over parking spaces, stalking the Colt with its reverse
lights on Why monkey around with it?
You can get to your campus on the convenient County Transit lines
listed below, serving almost every area of the valley.
So leave the car home and save on gas and parking costs. Get out of the
zoo and relax and use the added time to study.
You can save a lot of bananas on County Transit with a unlimited ride monthly Flash Pass. With economy like that. you’d have to be
coconuts not to ride the bus.
Bus schedules and monthly Flash passes are available at the Student
Union business office. For more information call 287-4210

CONVENIENT COUNTY TRANSIT BUS ROUTES (within 1/4 mile)
18 - Eastrsdge to Stanford via SJSU
. 21 - Alum Rock to San Jose SP Depot
22 - Eastridge to Menlo Park
23 - San Jose to Stanford Shopping
Ctr via Stevens Creek
24 - San Jose to Stanford University
via Stevens Creek
63 - SJSU to Almaden Valley via Meridian
’s 64 - Santa Clara to Almaden Valley
via Downtown San Jose
65 - SJSU to Almaden Valley via Leigh
66 - Milpitas to Santa Teresa Hosp.
via Downtown San Jose
,S 68 - San Jose to Gilroy & Gavilan College
72 - First and Santa Clara to
Almaden Expwy
75 - Alviso to Santa
Teresa Hosp

81 - East San Jose to Vallco Fash. Park
6. 82 - First & Gish to Pruneyard
via Downtown
tS 83 - Spartan Stadium to Good
Samaritan Hospital
6.85 - Tenth & Hedding to Valley Fair
(S 87 - William St. to Valley Fair via
Downtown San Jose
142 - South San Jose to Stanford
Industrial Park
S160 - Gilroy to San Jose
161 - Palo Alto to Downtown San Jose
162 - Almaden Valley to North San JosP
,S 180- San Jose SP Depot to
Fremont BART
- Denotes line served with
accessible buses.

County Transit

By Ronald Reeves
Forward Ray Wilson
fired a shot into the goal
with 37 seconds remaining
in the game to lead the
SJSU soccer team to a 2-1
triumph over the alumni
Saturday night at Spartan
Stadium.
Wilson got his chance
to score when forward Joe
Pimentel hit a darting
Danny Barraza with a
perfect pass at the 20-yard
line.
Barraza, who recorded

the assist, then fed an open year."
The Spartans jumped
Wilson who was left all
alone seven yards in front off to an early 1-0 lead 20
minutes into the exhibition
of the alumni goal.
contest on a corner kick.
Alumni goalie Jeff
Dahlgren attempted a
Barraza set up a
diving save, but Wilson had perfect header for
enough velocity on the ball Pimentel, who fed Matt
to power it past him.
McDowell who scored from
nine yards out.
"Ray really came
Trailing 1-0 at the half,
through for us," head
soccer coach Julius the Mani Hernandez-led
Menendez said. "He has alumni came back to tie the
good touch and will be a game at 1-1 12 minutes into
valuable asset for us this the second period.

ART SUPPLIES
STUDENT
DISCOUNT

Hernandez, a former
NASL player of the year,
engineered an alumni drive
that culminated in a Mark
Tomlin goal.
"This was definitely a
good game." Menendez
said. "They (alumni) had a
good team that played a
real competitive game."
Menendez said he was
real pleased with the play
of Barraza. Mike Hurst,
McDowell, and Vischer.
"Overall, everyone
played well," Menendez
said. "Danny ( Barraza ),
however, played an outstanding game. He was
making things happen.
Mike Hurst also did a good
job. He made a lot of
tackles."
=1.0

NEW
SEMESTER
BLUES?
-USE A PRO TYPING AN!)
’STENO SERVICE.

September 30,1982

SAN JOSE ART

365 San Antonio Road
Valley Fair Center
San Jose, Calif 95128 Mt View, Calif 94040
....487
941-3600
249-8700

San Jose Art, Paint & Wallpaper
MV. M-Sat. 9:5:30

VF M- F 9-9/Sat. 9-5.30/Sun. 12-5,

4,
AVAILABLE
TO SERVE
YOU
MAKE AN APPOINTMEN I

TODAY

I.14014) 264 4504
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California Bowl races begin
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By Michael McIntyre
The race for the second California Bowl between the
champions of the PCAA and the Mid -American conferences, slated for Dec. 18 in Fresno, has officially
begun.
On Saturday, Sept. 4, the Mid-American conference
schedule was initiated by defending champion Toledo and
the Northern Illinois Huskies. The Rockets, considered cofavorites with Bowling Green to take league honors,
prevailed 9-3 in a defensive struggle.
The Rockets continued their winning ways within the
conference schedule last Saturday by defeating Ball State
University 31-14.
Toledo’s chief competition, Bowling Green, stayed
close by beating the Ohio University Bobcats 40-0 in their
league opener on Sept. 4. The Falcons will have an opportunity to tie Toledo for the Mid-American top spot
when they meet Central Michigan this Saturday af’,,trnoon.
In other Mid-American action this Saturday, Northern Illinois travels to Kent State.
Bowling Green is scheduled to play Toledo in Ohio on

COMIC
DEAN FORTUNATI

MARTIN THE SPARTAN

Oct. 23 in a game which should go a long way in deciding
the conference champion.
PCAA conference action doesn’t begin until Sept. 25,
when the Utah State Aggies, considered along with SJSU
to be co-favorites in the league race, travel to Southern
California to square off against the Fullerton State Titans.
SJSU doesn’t begin its conference schedule until Oct.
9 when they play the same Titans in Fullerton.
Games involving PCAA teams this weekend include
Fullerton State at Cal Poly -San Luis Obispo. Long Beach
State at Wyoming, Fresno State at Oregon, Nevada -Las
Vegas at New Mexico, Pacific at Idaho and Weber State at
Utah State.
The Spartans travel to Palo Alto this Saturday afternoon to face the Stanford Cardinals in a 1:35 p.m.
televised game. The Spartans and Cardinals both won
their season opener last Saturday; SJSU defeating Oregon
18-13 and Stanford besting Purdue 35-14.
The SJSU ticket office reported Monday afternoon
that despite the fact that the Spartan-Cardinal match-up
will be televised locally, student ticket sales are brisk.
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The Overcomers will present a multimedia slide
presentation on Biblical creation titled "In Praise of the
Starmaker" at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Costanoan
Room. For more information call John Miller at 279-2133.

The Campus Crusade for Christ will meet at 7:15 p.m.
tomorrow in the A.S. council chambers. For more information call Rich de Give at 280-5012.

The Campus Christian Center will conduct a Bible
study of 1 Corinthians from 12 to 1 p.m. today in the S.U.
Montalvo Room. For more information call Norb Firnhaber at 298-0204.

The SJSU Advertising Club will have its first meeting
at 6 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. Advertising, business and public relations majors are
welcome. For more information call Bobbi Booth at 2775158.

The United Campus Christian Ministry will have a
fellowship supper from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. tonight at Jonah’s
Wail, San Carlos and Tenth streets. For more information
call Natalie Shiras at 298-0204.

Psi Chi will meet at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in Dudley
Moorhead Hall, room 308. Robert Hicks will speak on
convention activities at the meeting. For more information call Jean M. Kilcourse at 277-8714.

El Comcilio will hold an election meeting at 5 tonight
in the S.U. Pacheco Room. For more information call
Andy Arias at 287-1283.

The Women’s Center will have a bring-your-own bag
lunch at the barbecue pits behind the Women’s Gym from
11:30 to 1:30 p.m. tomorrow. For more information call
Karen Hester at 277-2047.
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The Humanities Club will meet at 6 tonight in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. For more information call Rob at 2267902.
Career Planning and Placement will present "Career
and Self Exploration Sessions, Section I," from 2 to 4 p.m.
today in the S.U. Costanoan Room. Both individual and
group exercises will be offered to help students relating
their skills, interests and values to possible careers and
majors. For more information call Cheryl Allmen at 2772272.
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START YOUR TAILGATE PARTY AT TOGO’S
SJSU vs. STANFORD
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18th

READ FOR SUCCESS

hours this Saturday
10 a.m.
If you can’t make it Saturday...
We’re also open Monday thru Sunday.

Successful businessmen and women
consider The Wall Street Journal their
mandatory daily reading assignment.
You should too.

Graduating students and registered SJSU alumni
may sign up for interviews with visiting employers between 12:30 and 5:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Ballroom

Open special

GOOD LUCK SPARTANS!
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stock clerks

Apply

Sourdough Eatery 848 N First St .
S J

TODD YOU ARE my all supply and my
mull... love llooe not, Ellen
DEAR POOILIE I love you very much
and I’m very glad we found each
other

Love &ways Garfle

Cowrie a Classification

San Jose, California 95192

Announcements

Hale Wanted

Autruntotive

Housing

Fru Sale

Lost

Found

Travei

TYPING Resumes

formats From $1 50 per Ogilvie
spared page Phone 923 3901

Print Your Ad Here:

Three

Or
and

267 5247

Eat
T vs o

One

E tip

theses reports produced on Word
Processor Close to canned All

iCount approximately 30 letmrs and spaces tor each.linel

Minimum three lines on one day

Thomas

Monroe

PROFESSIONAL

Canihrien LG area Pat 356 2085

Ad Rates

security
,ac ,m 8130
Luxuriously large

evenings

Located in Santa Clara

San

9. m and 9p in

ACCURATE

EXCHANGE STUDENT NEEDS TO rent

247 2681

weekends
near

SJSU Graduate
by
Approved
Studies Office IBM Sal II South
San Jose/Blossom Valley area Call
127 9525 between
at
Janet

TYPING

her from SJSU.

ttCrALFONL
et111.rip
SelectriC
satisfaction gueranteed The best
for less. From $1 00 per page Call

TRAVEL

Care Nr

heard of a Cervical Cap, Available
at 3 hay Area chnics For in

Typing experienced secroary will InPn;
all reports resumee theses ete
.

823

10

275 9285

Carotene 151

2 5
SJSU
ages
Creative
Parttime ’flex scheds
healthy
food.
ig
learning Er play
yard farm pets Le sd 11 25/hr

Child

tuation,spellong

3500 Gwen Cheigten R E
’HAIR
TODAY GONE
TOMORROW"

Feminist

444 5676 Everywomen’s Clinic
in Meal/int Hall 4151825 7900

from $510 my
Shown by appoint 292 5452 call
now and leave message

Tow truck driver Erg a must FutPart
time Mont be 21 yrs All hours

OFFICIALS

Oakland

Fast/accurate

Set. II or Xerox 820 computer

1645 S Bascom Ave
Campbell Calif 95008

Abortion

w:sec protect,

Roorn 7 days and social dues to, 8175
a month at Sigma Alpha Mu
FraMrnoy 567 So 8th St 279

intramural,

services

screening

41 25,page

work on IBM Correcting Selectric
Will
puny
III
c orrect

30. 1982 and get your first
appt at .4price
’Unwanted hair
disappears weh my care ’ 559

accomodations

Ca1114081370 0366

Footle

eyes and also Imoney Information
AS office or Phone 371 6811

1Y131116

Specious and secure comfortable MU/
convenient. 213R 288 unit., reri

In tttttt ed on PT or PIT work, /run the
fastest growing co In the U S
Earn big money easy Curious,

248 9716 Bob

DENT AL,VISION PLAN tor students
Enroll INow Save your teeth and

Pregnancy

your on
hair !chin bikin, tummy

wanted

SERVICES

FREE

remove

moustache etc I 15% discount to
students and faculty Call before

Service

Clearance Centers 4995 Stevens
Creek Blvd
Santa Clara Two

$95
worn Ph 247 6085

A M
ol
$5 CASH FOR 45 min Women
ishove average weight needed as
stagedts tor reseerch on campus
Call Dons 253 4153

Apartment
Hental

Sansui

some typIng requeed
PLEASE SAVE
kittens 2v.

10 Gamma Phi Fall 82
Class Mite,Michelle

Backyard

$135 Ph 279 2308
Free

Compliments

Silicon
managements
financial
Valley Harlequin Theater is in need
of your talents Have fun ar gain
experience For more info call

CREATE YOUR WEIGHT. If you’re a
compulsive eater let’s talk Now

Pledge

Rent $180 Jim 995 0623

Christian

Tuesday at 5 30 pm Please cell
campus Mindoy 298 0204 for
worship counseling programs and

campus

FEMALE WANTED to share room in 2
hdrm apt
1 NY from campus

HELP WANTED

Center Sunday. Lutheran 10 45
am Catholic 4 00 and 8 00 p
Supper
Fellowship
Protestant

from

FOR SALE
Seaboard Promotional Sales

schnerel 294 2930
AT

EATERY
8th & William 297-1132
Mon. -Sat. 10:30-10:00 & Sun. 11:00-10:00
(A few blocks south of the campus)

Laurie Linda Shari Renee, You’re
one HOT P C

3 ROOMMATES NEEDED to share 6
SR. 2 Bath. Victorian House. 3
blocks

one
tom/tight again on Pest Si
block across from Der Weiner

WORSHIP

HOUSING

Thrus
alternoons
for
couples/I writhes 1 time fee of $20

w,women’s studies labor studies,
sluches
’Afro American.
ethnic
Asian American. Chicano Native
Amer I. philosophy. economics

eZ

The Perfect

COUNSELING SERVICE at
SJSU has immediate openings on

quarters at 950 S First Si We are
e Woe well stocked MON, dealing

TOGO’S

Order through your professors who
use these publications 1 class.

FAMILY

The Breeddloses Bookshop has moved!
Om store. the only source of lett
books in the eras. is now in better

,

SPECIAL STUDENT RATESi

Sponsored by IIILLEL-Associated Students
Feel free to come late or bring lunch.)

We carry

t,

RAMON’S

WEDNESDAY 12 NOON
300 SOUTH 10TH

ANNOUNCEMENTS

v.
’.

and

Join IIILLEL for a talk
with a representative
of the ADL.

a
at

[0
it
at
ors

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.

AA

TOGO’s has 27 special combination
sandwiches! A few meats & cheeses
include: Turkey, Ham. Hot Roast
Beef, Bologna, Genoa, Linguica.
Salami, Capicolla, Mortadella,
Cotto Salami, Hot Pastrami.
Provolone. Hot Italian Sausage,
Parmesan, Beef in Bar-B:Q-Sauce..
’Just remember . . . our super efficient
sandwich makers don’t dilly dally
around’ with your time

Classified Desk Located Outside OBH 207

Typing
Deadline Two days Onto 10 PON, Mao’
COLNPCLIIIVP inilvhcatInn doles only
NO refunds on cencelled ado

Call

Linde

at

Tuesday, September 14. 1982
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Fullerton names new top administrator

Funds granted
for rail system
By Rosanna Alejandro
students commuting to SJSU may be able, in the
i uture, to bypass all the morning traffic and travel
instead on a sleek light rail system.
A $2 million federal engineering grant for a rail
transit line in the Guadalupe Corridor through San
.lose and Santa Clara was approved Sept. 8 by the
Urban Mass Transportation Administration.
This grant is for preliminary engineering and a
final environmental impact report. It virtually assures
that the federal government eventually will provide a
major portion of the estimated $318 million for construction of the project, said County Supervisor Rod
Diridon.
"I think funds are virtually guaranteed," Diridon
said. "The federal government has never given an
engineering grant without helping to fund the entire
project."
"This project would be extremely beneficial to the
university," said Keith Opalewski, commute coor
dinator of the SJSU traffic management office. "It
would reduce traffic congestion during the peak hours
and it may even increase enrollment."
No study is available estimating the percentage of
students that would use the system, Opalewski said.
"But I have to say that it has very good potential,"
lie said. "We’re estimating a fair amount of ()tneduts
usage."

Expressway approved
"It may also alleviate the parking problem,"
Opalewski added.
After seven years of study. San Jose, Santa Clara
and the county approved building the rail -expressway ,
project in the Guadalupe Corridor last fall.
One of several alternatives, this project consists of
two expressway lanes in each direction for general
traffic and a double-track light rail system in the
middle of the expressway.
According to Bob Ericson, grants coordinator of
the county transportation agency, this electrically
powered version of the streetcar would begin near the
IBM Industrial complex at Miyuki Drive and Santa
Teresa Boulevard.
It would then turn west on Route 85 to the Oakridge
Mall and then north on Route 87 (the Guadalupe
Corridor) to downtown.
There would be IO stops downtown, according to
Diridon. The nearest stop to the university would be
First Street and Paseo de San Antonio heading north
and Second Street and Paseo de San Antonio heading
south.
At First and Second streets. a $37 million transit
mall will also be constructed.
Preliminary engineering and final environmental
work for the project will be completed by 1983, Diridon
said. Al that time the county will seek construction
funds

May ease traffic snarls
Construction could start in late 1984, and the
system could be in service by 1987.
The transit mall could be in operation by 1985.
I )iridon said.
Stations would serve south San Jose, downtown.
the San Jose Southern Pacific commuter railroad
stations, the Civic Center. Municipal Airport and the
north San Jose and Santa Clara industrial parks.
The final stop would be at the intersection of the
still -to-be-constructed Tasman Drive and Great
America Parkway in north Santa Clara.
The expressway is estimated to carry approximately 5,000 commuter autos during morning
peak hours.
This project "will rejuvenate San Jose from a
large truck stop." which Herb Caen called it. "to one of
the finest metropolitan areas in terms of size and
quality in the world," Diridon said.

By Aprill4ssli
The appointment of J. teaching at CSU-Fullerton
Following Coleman’s
Handel Evans as executive
vice president by SJSU resignation, Evans was
President Gail Fullerton appointed as interim
has ended a yearlong, executive vice president
nationwide search to fill until the search committee,
composed
of faculty
the position.
Evans’ predecessor, members appointed by
Jack Coleman, resigned in Fullerton, recommended
August 1981 to return to someone to fill the position.

Panels seek changes,
conversions for EOP
By Sleds Smith
task
Presidential
lorces have been appointed
trr review the Equal Opportunity Program and
make suggestions on the
proposed reorganization of
EOP in order to comply
with the SJSU trustee’s
audit suggestions made in
February of this year.
proposed
The
reorganization recognizes
that out of the eight CSU
schools audited. SJSU had
59 percent of its EOP firsttime students fail to meet
the minimum 2.0 GPA in
comparison to CSUDominguez Hill’s 11 percent failure rate for firsttime students.
Fullerton has appointed three presidential
task forces to look into the
proposed reorganization.
These task forces include
some of the EOP staff.
proposed
The
reorganization is aimed at
making academic advising, financial aid and
tutoring available at one
central location, such as
the Walquist Library,
Fullertor said.
If the reorganization is
allowed, it will divide EOP
into three categories: an
outreach and recruitment
center, an academic advisement center, and a
learning assistance
resource center.

’pulled together.
( the
of
"Some
programs) reported to the
executive vice president.
some to the academic vice
president, and some to the
dean of student services,"
"The
Fullerton said.
consensus of the report was
that they should be placed
under the direction of one,
not three, administrators."
A new assistant dean of
undergraduate studies,
Consuelo Rodrigues has
been recruiting to handle
the specific responsibility
of outreach and retention.
Fullerton said.
’My
concerns,’’
Fullerton said. "are to
improve the rate of
academic success of our
EOP students -- to bring
our students’ achievement
academically up to the
levels of that at Cal StateDominguez Hills -- and to

the goals that the new
director has set for himself
is to improve the admissions and records
process, both from the
university’s point of view,
and from the students:" he
said. "We’re trying to
notify the students of acceptance to the school
much earlier."
He said the school also
has a new associate
director for information
systems, Paul Tsao. "We
have a new chap who is
working to install a new
automated student in-

formation system," Evans
said. "He has got the
problem of bringing us to at
least the earliest part of the
20th century if not the late
part of the 20th century."
Evans said two new
people in plant operations
have also been hired.
He added that someone
will soon be appointed to
fill the position of associate
executive vice president.
"It’s really very exciting because I really have
a brand new team," Evans
said.

see that we recruit EOP
students into majors with
career
appropriate
counseling and guidance
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It
t easy to attoid the quality clothes you
want and still live within your college budget.
And who has the time to run from sale to sale.
That’s why more and more college students are
shopping at Marshalls.
At Marshalls you can find the quality brand
names and designer label fashions you want for
less. A lot less. In fact, twenty to sixty percent
less than department store regular prices,

Lveryday, You’ll find everything from designer
jeans to famous maker sportswear, suits and
sportcoats, tennis and activewear, and running
shoes... even sheets, towels and room furnishings.
Hard to believe? We’re so nearby, it would be
worth your while to check us out. Meanwhile.
check out our prices on first quality, pro-maker
fleece separates...

She said a sub-task
force
that
looked
at
these
specifically
recruitment and retention
programs for minority and
disadvantaged students -on which an EOP director
served -- was clear in its
recommendation that the
programs should be

Reg. 71.50
NOW 53.95

foM RORK

in our men’s
department...
famous pro -maker
fleece activewear
Inarrhalls
price

short sleeve tops
long sleeve tops
pants
shorts

S 17
518
517
10.50

7.99
8.99
8.99
5.99

First quail ty separates in soft.acrylicicot ton
fleece. Assorted colors with sporty stripes.
Men’s sizes S M I. XL.

marshallils
Brand Names for Less!

CMSAN JOSE: Almaden Expressway between Hillsdale Ave. and BLossom Hill
’ Rd. ( in the former Treasury store).
layaway
simply return your
Marshalls refund policy
,I
.
purchase with your sales slip within 30 Oily,
IOU ro
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non-academic areas on
campus, such as business
affairs. security, admissions and records, plant
operations and buildings
and grounds.
"What I’m trying to do
at the moment is keep my
head above water," Evans
said.
that
Evans said
besides the projects his
predecessor left, he has
several new directors
working for him.
Evans said that SJSU
has a new director of admissions and records,
Edgar Chambers ’line of

"How much did you pay
for your activewear?"

Fullerton’s plan has
1)een criticized as
"violating the spirit or
intent of the law" that
created the program, by
diverting "EOP staff and
funds from their current
function." by Sue Martinez,
South
Bay
correspondent for El
Tecolote in an article in the
San Jose Mercury News.
Fullerton said there
are other programs in
addition to EOP that deal
with either outreach or
retention.

KOH-MOOR
RAPIDOGRAPH
7 Pen Set

3)0 SOUTH TENTH STREET
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA 9%112
PHONE 408 7560930

Evans was previously
associate executive vice
president for facilities
development
and
operations before he accepted the position of interim executive vice
president.
Evans
said
his
responsibilities include all

to
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